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What does the Supply Chain Management (SCM) iBoT do?

SCM iBoT offers businesses an opportunity to provide
customers with effective and efficient methods to manage 
inventory, sales audit, booking of orders, tracking of shipment, 
complaint registration (using SCM ChatiBoT) and vendor
management. Supply chain stakeholders can adapt to demand 
and scale up operations more quickly due to automated 
processes with SCM iBoT.

How is Perpetuuiti’s Supply Chain Management iBoT Unique in the Market?

SCM iBoT relies on complex algorithms and pattern recognition guided by self-learning to make predictions 
and support decision-making. The incorporation of cognitive and knowledge-based capabilities with RPA 
allows SCM iBoT to act like human employees.  

End-to-end supply chain 
visibility with AI

Connect and view data across 

disparate sources

Predict and mitigate
disruptions before

they happen
Reduce mitigation time from 

days to minutes

Optimize supply chain 
execution

Curb recurring supply chain 

challenges faster and easier

Data-driven insights
powered by AI

Discover costs savings and 

hidden opportunities

Easy Integration
Easy Integration with Existing 

Systems to Get Going in Days

Ease of Use
Ease of Use & Configuration 

Without Technical Support



Top Supply Chain Management Operations to Automate with the SCM iBoT 

SCM iBoT

Order Processing and
Payments

Production Execution &
Inbound/ outbound Logistics

Vendor
Management

Shipment,
Scheduling and Tracking

Procurement and
Inventory

Invoicing and
Sales Audit

Supply and
Demand Planning

CRM and
Planning



How SCM iBoT Simplifies your Supply Chain Operations? 

Setup Process 

Testing data to build the model such as
Microsoft Excel, details of the SCM and all the 
business rules.

Other mandatory fields.

Hardware and Software requirements –
SCM iBoT, Server and Av3ar Control Room as 
per the Av3ar prerequisite document.

Download and Install the SCM iBoT, Server, and 
Av3ar Control Room in your environment (Read 
the Av3ar Installation guide).

Configure the Server and Bot Details.

Map the workflow to the Job.

Trigger the Job.

That’s it - Now the bot is ready to get going.

Eliminates the manual 
input of POs and other 

administrative tasks

Responds to supply 
chain requests for 

proposals, quotes and 
questions

Increases RoI by
bridging the gap with 

suppliers

Eliminates human error 
and duplication in the 
supply chain process

Establishes new levels 
of engagement through 

the supply chain

Automates B2B 
processes without 

costly developments

Seamlessly integrates 
with other supply chain 

systems and tools

Analyzes repeatable 
tasks to identify supply 

chain inefficiencies

Deploy the SCM iBoT in 10 Days with our Implementation Support

Prerequisites/ Inputs Implementation



We Have a Ready-To-Go (OOTB) Smart iBoT for Every Business Process 

About iBoT Store from Perpetuuiti

Perpetuuiti’s iBoT Store accelerates your robotic process automation 
initiatives by offering pre-built automations and plug-and-play 
integrations. iBoT Store makes it easy for you to select, buy and 
reuse prebuilt smart automation from experts in the RPA, IPA and API 
development. Complex business processes can be automated in 
days. Select iBoTs for the processes you want to automate, configure 
them for your environment, and integrate them into your business 
process.

HRMS iBoT OCR iBoT ID Management iBoT

Accounts Payable iBoT Accounting iBoT Supply Chain iBoT

Healthcare iBoT Data Entry iBoT Data Clearance iBoT

Windows iBoT Office 365 iBoT

SFDC CRM iBoT Sugar CRM iBoT

Sales iBoT
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